OUTPUT

CAPACITY
1500Wh

SUN

1X USB-C

CHARGER

4X USB

1X 16-42V DC
(500W MAX)

2X DC5521

POWER
1000W

TYPE
NCM (Lithium-Ion) / LG Cells
1X 12V CL

DIMENSIONS
371x165x365mm (lxbxh) / 15,2 kg
2X AC

WARRANTY
2 Years / 2000 Cycles

1X LED CW

CONDITIONS
0-40° Celsius / 10-90% Humidity
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PORTABLE POWER GENERATOR

INPUT

EB150

SPECIFICATIONS

EB150

OUTDOOR

EB150

PORTABLE POWER GENERATOR

POWERFUL FOR RECREATIONAL PURPOSES

The LP Energy EB150 is a powerful portable
power generator and delivers the same
voltage and quality as the main power supply.
Thanks to the EB150, almost all electrical
devices up to 1000 W can be supplied with
power without any problems.
Thanks to the battery of this generator (1500
Wh) a laptop can be charged approx. 25 times,
a small fridge can run for up to approx. 36
hours and you can go up to approx. 54 hours
when it comes to watching TV. You can charge a
smartphone battery no less than 180 times. You
can charge the generator via main power, your
car or with 16 V to 60 V solar panels. Thanks
to the integrated MPPT, the generator is also
effectively charged via the sun in slightly cloudy
weather.
With the supplied MC4 cable, the generator can
be connected to almost any MC4 solar panel.
The LP Energy power generator is a high-quality
product and is generally used for recreational
purposes. This generator has been specially
designed for powerful devices such as a drill,
hair dryer, small fridge, TV and as a charger for
various accessories. The generator is supplied
with a charger for plugging into your wall socket,
a car charger and a MC4 charging cable for solar
panels. There is also a manual with a warranty
card and qualification certificate.

COLOURS
Available in
different colours

DRONE/CAMERA/PHONE

PARTY

CAMPING

